


Redz Hair & Beauty Salon - Mayo

House in Ballyboughal - Dublin

Creta CreamHayfield Manor Hotel - Cork02



Hotel Kilkenny Leisure Centre - Kilkenny

Timber Wood
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CRETA 1 - CREAM

04
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VENEZIA 4 - GRAPHITE

06
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CALIFORNIA 1 - DESERT

08
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GRENADA 1 - RUSSET
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GRENADA 2 - FROST
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MEXICANA 3 - GRAPHITE

485 mm

150 mm

10÷30 mm

135÷315 x 130÷215 mm

150 mm

10÷30 mm

0,50 m2 (7 szt./pcs)

16 kg

1,00 mb/lm (7 szt./pcs)

16 kg
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PALERMO 1 - WHITE
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TIMBER 1 - WOOD
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METRO 3 - GRAPHITE

505 mm

86 mm

  10÷30 mm

305 x 115 mm

86 mm

  10÷30 mm

0,63 m2 (16 szt./pcs)

17 kg

1,02 mb/lm (12 szt./pcs)

11,5 kg
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VINTAGE - BEIGE

153÷303 mm

78 mm

7÷24 mm

110 x 180 mm

78 mm

7÷24 mm

0,49 m2 (28 szt./pcs)

12 kg

0,93 mb/lm (12 szt./pcs)

7,5 kg
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COUNTRY 668
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RUSTIK 540
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Q: Is Stegu made of real stone? 
A: No. Stegu marked as suitable for external use are made of concrete while Stegu marked as 
suitable for indoor use only are made of gypsum. 
Q: Do you have to prime the surface prior to installing Stegu? 
A: Yes, you must prime the surface with Stegu primer prior to installing Stegu tiles. 
Q: Can I use my own adhesive? 
A: Stegu recommends using their primer, sealer and adhesive as these products have been 
tested for compatibility with Stegu tiles and not using these products would void your warranty. 
Q: Can Stegu be painted? 
A: Stegu can be painted with a standard wall paint. One coat is sufficient and it is important to 
ensure that the paint is thoroughly rubbed into the Stegu tile structure. It is recommended to 
apply the STEGU primer prior to painting. 
Q: Can Stegu be cut? 
A: Stegu can be cut with a diamond disk.
Q: Can Stegu be stuck onto a painted surface?
A: Yes however it is not recommended; Care must be taken to scratch or scrable as much paint 
off the surface as possible and then prime using Stegu primer. You can then follow Stegu’s stan-
dard installation instructions.
Q: Can it be stuck to Plywood? 
A: No; Stegu cannot be stuck to Plywood due to the excessive movement. Instead we recom-
mend Permabase Fibre cement board.
Q: Is Stegu Stone suitable for use with all types of stoves?
A: Stegu suitable for external use is suitable for use around all stoves provided at least a 6 inch 
gap is maintained. 
Q: What are the temperature restrictions on the use of Stegu? 
A: Concrete tiles (those suitable for both internal and external use) have a permissible tempera-
ture of up to 120oC while Gypsum tiles (suitable for internal only) have a permissible temperature 
of up to 70oC, with an allowed relative humidity of max. 50%. 
Q: Is it fire rated? 
A: Both the Stegu concrete and gypsum products are classified to Euroclass A1, meaning they 
are "non-combustible and with a minimum incineration temperature."
Q: What is the colour and product warranty on Stegu? 
A: Stegu products are covered with a 10 year manufacturer’s warranty.
Q: Can it be used in showers? 
A: No; Stegu is not recommended for use in wet areas however it can be used in decorative 
areas within bathrooms.

FAQ



STEGU can’t be used on painted surfaces unless scratched.

Can be used around stoves. 
Contact Laydex for application guidelines.
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STEGU is exclusively distributed in Ireland by

Unit 3, Allied Industrial Estate, Kylemore Rd, Dublin 10
Phone: 016426600, Email: sales@laydex.ie, www.laydex.ie


